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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 357



Intermediate Unit 5a (19 activity (ies) 02:15:07) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Excuse me, I'm looking for the sales manager. 2



Yes! That's me. Hello, Mr. Johnson. I'm the sales manager. You must be Mr. Johnson. You're talking to him! I take it you're Mr. Johnson.



2



2



Pleased to meet you. My appointment's for 10.15, but I'm a little early. I wasn't sure how long the cab would take. No problem. Is this your first time in the States? Traffic's quite light at this time of day. I'll be with you in a minute. How about some coffee?



3



2



3 Yes, it is. Yes, please. Cream, no sugar.



I've been to the States on vacation a number of times, but this is my first time on business. 4 5 4



New York is a great place to mix business and pleasure. Well, I hope it won't be your last! We'll do all we can to make your stay enjoyable.



4



7 8



Well! The sooner we reach an agreement, the sooner we can move on to more pleasant things. 6 6 6



Okay! Let's get down to business. Great. Let's move right along, then. Let's get started, then, shall we?
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5



If we can agree on a first order, I'm sure I'll come back. 6 6



I certainly hope so. We'll do our best to see that you do.



6



To come straight to the point, we like your product very much, and would like to place quite a large order with you. How many units did you have in mind? You mentioned two hundred units, didn't you?



7



Oh, yes! But under our subsidiary's name.



7 7



We operate about 2000 vehicles, and we plan to equip roughly 10 percent with car phones. 10 10



So we're looking at two hundred units, right? We can give you a good price on two hundred units.



10



9 9 9



You come back with Mr. Johnson's coffee. Sorry to have kept you waiting. O.K.! I'm all yours.



9



9 10



Well! As I mentioned when we last spoke, we intend to equip our car rental fleet with car phones. How big is your fleet? How many cars do you have? I didn't realize you rented out cars.



8



That's right! We plan to equip 10 percent of our car rental fleet.



What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? 12 12 11



How about 10 percent off the list price? We can offer you 10 percent on our basic model. What model did you have in mind?
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11



The GSM 41P in your catalog looked like it'd fit our needs. 14



We just put out a new model. It's cheaper than the old one. The GSM thirty-four T is less expensive. That model's no longer available.



12



14 13



Is that on the GSM 41P? We thought you might go up to 15 percent, since it is an older model. Yes, on that model we could give you 15 percent. I'm not sure we have two hundred left. We don't make that model anymore.



13



13 13



What model would you suggest as an alternative? Have you considered a hands-free model? Have you thought about using a hands-free model?



14



Yes! But is the quality the same? Oh yes! If anything, slightly better. It's less expensive thanks to improved manufacturing. Oh yes! The quality's just as good.



Keywords [27 word(s)] to agree on agreement alternative cheap to fit (v.) enjoyable to equip (v.) in stock to install (v.) investment latest low-cost manufacturing on business to operate (v.) percent product to produce (v.) to purchase (v.) quantity sales manager
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standard subsidiary to suggest (v.) to supply (v.) tax unit



Sentence Pronunciation [44 sentence(s)] Yes! That's me. Hello, Mr. Johnson. I'm the sales manager. You must be Mr. Johnson. You're talking to him! I take it you're Mr. Johnson. No problem. Is this your first time in the States? Traffic's quite light at this time of day. I'll be with you in a minute. How about some coffee? New York is a great place to mix business and pleasure. Well, I hope it won't be your last! We'll do all we can to make your stay enjoyable. Okay! Let's get down to business. Great. Let's move right along, then. Let's get started, then, shall we? I certainly hope so. We'll do our best to see that you do. How many units did you have in mind? You mentioned two hundred units, didn't you? How big is your fleet? How many cars do you have? I didn't realize you rented out cars. Sorry to have kept you waiting. O.K.! I'm all yours. So we're looking at two hundred units, right? We can give you a good price on two hundred units. How about 10 percent off the list price? We can offer you 10 percent on our basic model. What model did you have in mind? We just put out a new model. It's cheaper than the old one. The GSM thirty-four T is less expensive. That model's no longer available. Yes, on that model we could give you 15 percent. I'm not sure we have two hundred left. We don't make that model anymore. Have you considered a hands-free model? Have you thought about using a hands-free model? Oh yes! If anything, slightly better. It's less expensive thanks to improved manufacturing. Oh yes! The quality's just as good.
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Expressions with the present perfect



2



Percentages



3



American money
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: two old people



the older of the two



three expensive watches



the more expensive of the three



two modern answering machines



the more modern of the two



three tall skyscrapers



the taller of the three



two common problems



the commoner of the two the more common of the two



two tasty desserts



the tastier of the two the more tasty of the two



two strong coffees



the stronger of the two



A use of the comparative



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: two old people



the older of the two



two promising pieces of news



the more promising of the two



three recent breakthroughs



the more recent of the three



two cheap trips abroad



the cheaper of the two



three sharp knives



the sharper of the three



three good-looking men



the better-looking of the three



two bad debts



the worse of the two



A use of the comparative
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Excuse me, I'm looking for the sales manager. Yes! That's me. Hello, Mr. Johnson. I'm the sales manager. You must be Mr. Johnson. You're talking to him! I take it you're Mr. Johnson.



2



2 2



Pleased to meet you. My appointment's for 10.15, but I'm a little early. I wasn't sure how long the cab would take. No problem. Is this your first time in the States? Traffic's quite light at this time of day. I'll be with you in a minute. How about some coffee?



3



2



3 Yes, it is. Yes, please. Cream, no sugar.



I've been to the States on vacation a number of times, but this is my first time on business. New York is a great place to mix business and pleasure. Well, I hope it won't be your last! We'll do all we can to make your stay enjoyable.



4



4 5 4



Well! The sooner we reach an agreement, the sooner we can move on to more pleasant things. 6 6 6



Okay! Let's get down to business. Great. Let's move right along, then. Let's get started, then, shall we?



5



7 8



If we can agree on a first order, I'm sure I'll come back. 6 6



I certainly hope so. We'll do our best to see that you do.
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6



To come straight to the point, we like your product very much, and would like to place quite a large order with you. How many units did you have in mind? You mentioned two hundred units, didn't you?



7



Oh, yes! But under our subsidiary's name.



7 7



We operate about 2000 vehicles, and we plan to equip roughly 10 percent with car phones. 10 10



So we're looking at two hundred units, right? We can give you a good price on two hundred units.



10



What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? 12 12 11



How about 10 percent off the list price? We can offer you 10 percent on our basic model. What model did you have in mind?



11



9 9 9



You come back with Mr. Johnson's coffee. Sorry to have kept you waiting. O.K.! I'm all yours.



9



9 10



Well! As I mentioned when we last spoke, we intend to equip our car rental fleet with car phones. How big is your fleet? How many cars do you have? I didn't realize you rented out cars.



8



That's right! We plan to equip 10 percent of our car rental fleet.



The GSM 41P in your catalog looked like it'd fit our needs. 14



We just put out a new model. It's cheaper than the old one. The GSM thirty-four T is less expensive. That model's no longer available.
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12



Is that on the GSM 41P? We thought you might go up to 15 percent, since it is an older model. Yes, on that model we could give you 15 percent. I'm not sure we have two hundred left. We don't make that model anymore.



13



13 13



What model would you suggest as an alternative? Have you considered a hands-free model? Have you thought about using a hands-free model?



14



Yes! But is the quality the same? Oh yes! If anything, slightly better. It's less expensive thanks to improved manufacturing. Oh yes! The quality's just as good.



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. early light first enjoyable good quick



late heavy last unpleasant bad slow



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the present perfect. This week I took one international order over the phone. However, I worked for other sales companies that produce similar lines. Therefore, I was in that kind of situation before. Everybody in the office tried really hard to help me fit in. They made me feel right at home in my current position. It was an amazing experience working for such a dynamic company. I learned many useful lessons and concepts. This week I've taken one international order over the phone. However, I have worked for other sales companies that produce similar lines. Therefore, I've been in that kind of situation before. Everybody in the office has tried really hard to help me fit in. They have made me feel right at home in my current position. It's been an amazing experience working for such a dynamic company. I have learned many useful lessons and concepts. Expressions with the present perfect
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Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Well, if I said that we were interested in placing an order for 200, would you give us some sort of discount? We're probably looking at about 10%. My sales manager would have to decide that. I'd have to consult the sales manager.



2



5 5 5



That sounds great! Now, can you let me have a closer look at these new phones of yours? Perhaps I can use one to let my wife know when I'll be back home! Let's have a look at the executive models first. Let me show you the top-of-the-line models first. Where would you like to start?



3



5 5 3



What I'm really interested in is a good, solid product that gives us no problems at all. So I'm more interested in dependability than design. 5 5 5



Well, I think we have exactly what you want. Then look no further, Mr. Arnold. Mr. Arnold, I think you're going to be pleasantly surprised.



4



Well, I hope you're right. But don't you think with money so tight these days that companies just aren't prepared to spend more than they really have to? People will always pay for quality, Mr. Arnold. We know it's a risk, but we're confident it will pay off. The initial outlay may be high, but in the long run it'll pay off.



5



5 5 5



After Mr. Arnold leaves, you decide to take a look around the trade show. 6 6 6



I guess it's time to go and see the competition. I've got a half hour to kill before my next meeting. I've been on the go all morning. It'll be nice to relax a little.
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6



You pay a visit to the Futronics stand. They are your main competitors in Europe. There is a lot of activity here. I see Mr. Arnold is talking to Futronics too. I'll take off my badge. I don't want to be recognized. At least their stand is smaller than ours.



7



We're still several steps ahead of the competition. At the moment no one can match our services.



7



That's certainly good news! They've got nothing on us!



8 8



The cell phone market probably seems more attractive.



8



Yes, but for how long? Technology changes so quickly. Yes, but for how long? Technology changes so quickly. That's excellent news for Cellular Phones.



9 9 9



Back at the Cellular Phones stand you wait for a reporter who wants to write an article about the new models. Mrs. Beckett has asked you to meet with him. He's running a little late. I'll try and convince him to give us a full-page article. He probably wants a scoop for his magazine.



10



7



You feel more confident after visiting the Futronics stand. Their products seem very different from yours. Our unique selling points are safe for the moment.



9



7



You take a closer look at Futronics' products. What do you think? Just the same old cell phones, no new models. Their new lightweight cell phone looks promising, but it's too pricey. They've stopped producing their car phone.



8



Well, trade shows are good places to compare products. Oh I see, you want to keep a low profile. Yes, and it's not as well situated.



Like everybody else at the trade show. That will coincide with the advertising campaign. Don't all reporters?



10 10 10



The reporter arrives: "So what makes your products so different from all the others already on the market?" To begin with, we have a lot more experience. We have a reputation for state-of-the-art technology. Our engineers are the very best in the field.
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11 11 11



11



Do you think you'll be nominated for a Boston Trade Show award? I hope so, but it depends on the press launch. Hopefully we'll be able to win over the jury. Obviously an award would be great, but a few new export contracts would be even better!



12



12 12 12



It goes without saying that a few good reviews in the trade press can make or break a new product. I think we'll do all right this afternoon. We've ironed out all the technical problems. Let's keep our fingers crossed that there won't be any problems with the satellites!



13



This afternoon will be very important to you. The product will have to be outstanding. That's understandable.



I don't see why not. I hope so for your sake! That'd be the worst luck if that happened.



Well, thank you for your time, I realize you must be very busy. Good luck at the press launch this afternoon. We intend to revolutionize the industry! We'll let the product do all the talking! I hope you have enough material for a good article.



You'll be getting a good review from me. I know I'll be giving you a favorable review. Don't worry, I'll be writing a very positive article.



Keywords [30 word(s)] activity advertising to afford (v.) attractive to bargain (v.) to be on schedule campaign cellular phone to compare (v.) competitive confident to convince (v.) dependability discount to display (v.) engineer exhibition experience feature impressive launch to match (v.) model
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13 13 13



to negotiate (v.) to pay a visit to place an order quality reliable service technology 



Sentence Pronunciation [42 sentence(s)] We're probably looking at about 10%. My sales manager would have to decide that. I'd have to consult the sales manager. Let's have a look at the executive models first. Let me show you the top-of-the-line models first. Where would you like to start? Well, I think we have exactly what you want. Then look no further, Mr. Arnold. Mr. Arnold, I think you're going to be pleasantly surprised. People will always pay for quality, Mr. Arnold. We know it's a risk, but we're confident it will pay off. The initial outlay may be high, but in the long run it'll pay off. I guess it's time to go and see the competition. I've got a half hour to kill before my next meeting. I've been on the go all morning. It'll be nice to relax a little. I see Mr. Arnold is talking to Futronics too. I'll take off my badge. I don't want to be recognized. At least their stand is smaller than ours. Just the same old cell phones, no new models. Their new lightweight cell phone looks promising, but it's too pricey. They've stopped producing their car phone. Our unique selling points are safe for the moment. We're still several steps ahead of the competition. At the moment no one can match our services. He's running a little late. I'll try and convince him to give us a full-page article. He probably wants a scoop for his magazine. To begin with, we have a lot more experience. We have a reputation for state-of-the-art technology. Our engineers are the very best in the field. I hope so, but it depends on the press launch. Hopefully we'll be able to win over the jury. Obviously an award would be great, but a few new export contracts would be even better! I think we'll do all right this afternoon. We've ironed out all the technical problems. Let's keep our fingers crossed that there won't be any problems with the satellites! We intend to revolutionize the industry! We'll let the product do all the talking! I hope you have enough material for a good article.
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Verbs introducing a second action



2



Infinitive clauses
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Give the present participle of the following verbs. Example: the (to change) seasons



the changing seasons



a (to decide) match



a deciding match



a (to love) friend



a loving friend



a (to try) day



a trying day



a (to worry) event



a worrying event



a (to welcome) living room



a welcoming living room



the (to come) weeks



the coming weeks



Adjectives ending in -ing



2



Give the present participle of the following verbs. Example: the (to change) seasons



the changing seasons



(to increase) revenues



increasing revenues



a (to know) look



a knowing look



a (to water) can



a watering can



(to tempt) puddings



tempting puddings



a (to fold) bed



a folding bed



(to boil) water



boiling water



Adjectives ending in -ing



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1 an award a certificate a medal a demonstration a contest a stand
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Word Order with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



obviously, the top of the line models are the most obviously, the top of the line models are the most expensive



2



delivery takes about a delivery takes about a week



3



Dependability Dependability



week once you've placed once you've placed the order.



expensive.



the



order.



is more important than useless features is more important than useless features



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Well, if I said that we were interested in placing an order for 200, would you give us some sort of discount? We're probably looking at about 10%. My sales manager would have to decide that. I'd have to consult the sales manager.



2



5 5 5



That sounds great! Now, can you let me have a closer look at these new phones of yours? Perhaps I can use one to let my wife know when I'll be back home! Let's have a look at the executive models first. Let me show you the top-of-the-line models first. Where would you like to start?



3



5 5 3



What I'm really interested in is a good, solid product that gives us no problems at all. So I'm more interested in dependability than design. Well, I think we have exactly what you want. Then look no further, Mr. Arnold. Mr. Arnold, I think you're going to be pleasantly surprised.



4



5 5 5



Well, I hope you're right. But don't you think with money so tight these days that companies just aren't prepared to spend more than they really have to? 5 5 5



People will always pay for quality, Mr. Arnold. We know it's a risk, but we're confident it will pay off. The initial outlay may be high, but in the long run it'll pay off.
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5



After Mr. Arnold leaves, you decide to take a look around the trade show. 6 6 6



I guess it's time to go and see the competition. I've got a half hour to kill before my next meeting. I've been on the go all morning. It'll be nice to relax a little.



6



You pay a visit to the Futronics stand. They are your main competitors in Europe. There is a lot of activity here. I see Mr. Arnold is talking to Futronics too. I'll take off my badge. I don't want to be recognized. At least their stand is smaller than ours.



7



7 7



That's certainly good news! They've got nothing on us!



8 8



The cell phone market probably seems more attractive.



8



You feel more confident after visiting the Futronics stand. Their products seem very different from yours. Our unique selling points are safe for the moment. We're still several steps ahead of the competition. At the moment no one can match our services.



9



7



You take a closer look at Futronics' products. What do you think? Just the same old cell phones, no new models. Their new lightweight cell phone looks promising, but it's too pricey. They've stopped producing their car phone.



8



Well, trade shows are good places to compare products. Oh I see, you want to keep a low profile. Yes, and it's not as well situated.



Yes, but for how long? Technology changes so quickly. Yes, but for how long? Technology changes so quickly. That's excellent news for Cellular Phones.



9 9 9



Back at the Cellular Phones stand you wait for a reporter who wants to write an article about the new models. Mrs. Beckett has asked you to meet with him. He's running a little late. I'll try and convince him to give us a full-page article. He probably wants a scoop for his magazine.
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10 10 10



10



The reporter arrives: "So what makes your products so different from all the others already on the market?" To begin with, we have a lot more experience. We have a reputation for state-of-the-art technology. Our engineers are the very best in the field.



11



Hopefully we'll be able to win over the jury. Obviously an award would be great, but a few new export contracts would be even better!



11 11



This afternoon will be very important to you. The product will have to be outstanding. That's understandable.



12 12 12



It goes without saying that a few good reviews in the trade press can make or break a new product. I think we'll do all right this afternoon. We've ironed out all the technical problems. Let's keep our fingers crossed that there won't be any problems with the satellites!



13



11



Do you think you'll be nominated for a Boston Trade Show award? I hope so, but it depends on the press launch.



12



True, Cellular Phones was one of the first in the business. Without sacrificing quality. I hope you pay them what they're worth!



I don't see why not. I hope so for your sake! That'd be the worst luck if that happened.



Well, thank you for your time, I realize you must be very busy. Good luck at the press launch this afternoon. We intend to revolutionize the industry! We'll let the product do all the talking! I hope you have enough material for a good article.
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13 13 13



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Form questions using the expressions "for how long"/"since when." Our company has been a market leader for some time. We have been offering a refined, enhanced product for many years. Since our product launch three years ago we've been coming to show our line at the trade fair. My colleagues and I have been giving demonstrations of our latest product since this morning. Since the doors opened, our stand has attracted a considerable amount of visitors. For how long has our company been a market leader? For how long have you been offering a refined, enhanced product? Since when have you been coming to show your line at the trade fair? Since when have you and your colleagues been giving demonstrations of your latest product? Since when has your stand attracted a considerable amount of visitors? 'For how long' - 'Since when'



Use of the present perfect



Word Association [3 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. late initial solid confident unique top-of-the-line



2



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. review trip discount competitor outlay



3



early final flimsy uncertain common low-end



assessment journey reduced price rival costs



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. reschedule win over set up show match
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Sentence Practice [18 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Dave's writing (his sister).



Dave's writing to his sister.



Jane's writing (the company).



Jane's writing to the company. Jane is writing to the company. Jane's writing the company. Jane is writing the company.



Ken's writing (the chairman).



Ken's writing to the chairman. Ken is writing to the chairman. Ken's writing the chairman. Ken is writing the chairman.



Wendy's writing (her cousin).



Wendy's writing to her cousin. Wendy is writing to her cousin. Wendy's writing her cousin. Wendy is writing her cousin.



'To write'



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Dave's writing (his sister).



Dave's writing to his sister.



Emma's writing (a letter).



Emma's writing a letter. Emma is writing a letter.



Frankie's writing (his dad).



Frankie's writing to his dad. Frankie is writing to his dad. Frankie's writing his dad. Frankie is writing his dad.



Catherine's writing (a parking ticket).



Catherine's writing a parking ticket. Catherine is writing a parking ticket.



'To write'
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Dave's writing (his sister).



Dave's writing to his sister.



Richard's writing (a report).



Richard's writing a report. Richard is writing a report.



Gillian's writing (her uncle).



Gillian's writing to her uncle. Gillian is writing to her uncle. Gillian's writing her uncle. Gillian is writing her uncle.



Claire's writing (a computer program).



Claire's writing a computer program. Claire is writing a computer program.



'To write'



4



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: (that's / we have) all



That's all we have.



(in this area / the Australians / live) all



All the Australians live in this area. The Australians all live in this area.



(in this area / they / live) all



They all live in this area.



(my friend / them / saw) all



My friend saw them all.



Different meanings of 'all'



5



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: (that's / we have) all



That's all we have.



(closed / the ticket offices / are) all



The ticket offices are all closed. All the ticket offices are closed.



(closed / they / are) all



They are all closed.



(the engineers / long hours / work) all



The engineers all work long hours. All the engineers work long hours.



Different meanings of 'all'
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6



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: (that's / we have) all (the books / I've read) all



I've read all the books.



(of them / I've read) all



I've read all of them.



(them / I've read) all



I've read them all.



Transitive and intransitive verbs



7



That's all we have.



Different meanings of 'all'



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (to work) here (1990).



I have been working here since 1990.



They (to have) driving licenses (three years).



They have had their driving licenses for three years. They've had their driving licenses for three years. They have had their driving licenses for 3 years. They've had their driving licenses for 3 years. They have had driving licenses for three years. They've had driving licenses for three years. They have had driving licenses for 3 years. They've had driving licenses for 3 years.



We (to drive) (seven hours).



We have been driving for seven hours. We've been driving for seven hours. We have been driving for 7 hours. We've been driving for 7 hours. We have been driving seven hours. We've been driving seven hours. We have been driving 7 hours. We've been driving 7 hours.



She (to read) that book (two weeks).



She's been reading that book for two weeks. She has been reading that book for two weeks.



'For how long' - 'Since when'
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8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (to work) here (1990). We (to live) together (1996).



We have been living together since 1996. We've been living together since 1996.



He (to wait) (3 o'clock).



He has been waiting since 3 o'clock. He's been waiting since 3 o'clock. He has been waiting since three o'clock. He's been waiting since three o'clock.



You (to avoid) me (two days).



You have been avoiding me for two days. You've been avoiding me for two days. You have been avoiding me for 2 days. You've been avoiding me for 2 days.



Auxiliaries 'For how long' - 'Since when' 'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock' Time



9



I have been working here since 1990.



Different meanings of 'since'



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (to work) here (1990).



I have been working here since 1990.



She (to live) there (4 years).



She has been living there for 4 years. She has been living there 4 years. She's been living there for 4 years. She's been living there 4 years.



We (to worry) about that (weeks).



We have been worrying about that for weeks. We've been worrying about that for weeks.



They (to work) on that document (9 months).



They have been working on that document for 9 months. They have been working on that document for nine months. They've been working on that document for 9 months. They've been working on that document for nine months.



'For how long' - 'Since when'
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10



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We (look) tomorrow.



We'll have a look tomorrow.



They (nap) yesterday.



They had a nap yesterday. They napped yesterday.



They (lunch) recently.



They had lunch recently. They've had lunch recently. They have had lunch recently.



My colleagues (dinner) together tomorrow evening.



My colleagues are having dinner together tomorrow evening. My colleagues will have dinner together tomorrow evening.



'To be' and 'to have': preterite Expressions with 'to have' Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions



11



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We (look) tomorrow. He (breakfast) with her every few weeks.



He has breakfast with her every few weeks. He had breakfast with her every few weeks.



We (a laugh) in their office earlier.



We had a laugh in their office earlier.



He waited a long time before (a haircut).



He waited a long time before having a haircut. He waited a long time before he had a haircut.



Expressions with 'to have'



12



We'll have a look tomorrow.



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We (look) tomorrow.



We'll have a look tomorrow.



I often (shower) in the morning.



I often have a shower in the morning.



She sometimes (coffee) after lunch.



She sometimes has coffee after lunch. She sometimes has a coffee after lunch.



We (holiday) in Kenya last year.



We had a holiday in Kenya last year.



Expressions with 'to have'
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13



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Most people love pasta. So do I. John works late every day. So does Sheila.



Like John, Sheila works late every day. Like him, she works late every day. Like him, Sheila works late every day.



Everyone watches TV. So do I.



Like everyone, I watch TV.



Everyone at work speaks English. So does the boss.



Like everyone at work, the boss speaks English.



Similarity: 'like' and 'as'



14



Like most people, I love pasta.



Nationalities: capital letters



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Most people love pasta. So do I.



Like most people, I love pasta.



Most people have a cell phone. So does he.



Like most people, he has a cell phone.



My father drives to work. So do I.



Like my father, I drive to work.



Most companies are offering discounts. So are we.



Like most companies, we are offering discounts.



Similarity: 'like' and 'as'



15



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Most people love pasta. So do I.



Like most people, I love pasta.



I forgot to turn my computer off. So did Hillary.



Like me, Hillary forgot to turn her computer off. Like me, she forgot to turn her computer off.



Futronics has been nominated for a trade show award. So have we.



Like Futronics, we have been nominated for a trade show award. Like Futronics, we've been nominated for a trade show award.



We've increased prices. So have our competitors.



Like us, our competitors have increased prices.



Similarity: 'like' and 'as'
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16



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: It's filter coffee. It's a one-year contract.



What kind of contract is it?



It's a trade magazine.



What kind of magazine is it?



It was written on a yellow folder.



What kind of folder was it written on?



Interrogative words



17



What kind of coffee is it?



'Kind of' followed by a noun



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: It's filter coffee. It's a flat screen.



What kind of screen is it?



They are green pens.



What kind of pens are they?



It was served on a china plate.



What kind of plate was it served on?



Interrogative words



18



What kind of coffee is it?



'Kind of' followed by a noun



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is a broken computer useful?



No, a broken computer is not very useful.



Is the competition strong?



No, the competition is not very strong. No, it is not very strong. No, it's not very strong. No, it isn't very strong.



Are the reviews good?



No, the reviews are not very good. No, they are not very good. No, they're not very good. No, they aren't very good.



Is the food tasty?



No, the food is not very tasty. No, it's not very tasty. No, it isn't very tasty. No, it is not very tasty.



Absolute superlative
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Intermediate Unit 5b (28 activity (ies) 02:17:24) Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



[You are at a trade fair.] Can I ask you some questions? Yes, of course. Certainly. Sure, go ahead. 4 o'clock in the afternoon. On Thursday the fourth, please. We would like them on Wednesday the third. 78 years old. The company needs ten fax machines.



2



Four o'clock in the afternoon is not good for me.



Wow! That's old!



How many employees work in your company? 10, 15 or 18? 12. 13. 11. 4 o'clock in the afternoon. 78 years old. I would like to order 20 fax machines, please. I'm pleased to meet you. Our main offices are in San Diego.



3



2 2 2



It's a small business. It's a small business. It's a small business. Four o'clock in the afternoon is not good for me. Wow! That's old!



3 3 3



How many departments do you have? 3, 5, 7 or 9? Our company has 4 departments. 8 departments. My company has 6 departments. I would like to order 20 fax machines, please. At ten a.m. Certainly. Yes, you can deliver them to him. 9 o'clock in the morning, fine.
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At 9 a.m. then.
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4



How many people work in the marketing department? Only 1 person. 2 employees and 1 receptionist. 3 employees. No problem. No, we need them in April. On Thursday the fourth, please. Its main offices are in London. Yes, you can deliver them to him.



5



6 6



At 9 a.m. then. O.K.



How old is your company? It is 52 years old. 66 years old. 78 years old. The company needs ten fax machines. Yes, of course. I need them at one p.m. I prefer Monday the first. Yes, you can deliver them to him.



7



At 9 a.m. then. O.K.



How much does your product cost? The price is 30 euros. Our product costs 40 euros. It costs 20 dollars. On Thursday the fourth, please. Good afternoon. Yes, you can deliver them to him. 9 o'clock in the morning, fine. The company needs them in May.



6



5 5 5



Wow! That's old! Wow! That's old! Wow! That's old!



7 7 7



1 p.m. is not good for me.



Where are its main offices? 8 8 8



Its main offices are in London. Our main offices are in San Diego. My main office is in Pittsburgh. Only 1 person. Yes, of course. I prefer Monday the first. 3 employees. No problem.
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8



Finally, can I take your telephone number? 456-1234. 678-2345. 987-2233. 4 o'clock in the afternoon.



Thank you. Have a nice day. Thank you. Have a nice day. Thank you. Have a nice day. Four o'clock in the afternoon is not good for me.



Only 1 person. We would like them on Wednesday the third. I prefer Monday the first. I need them on Tuesday the second.



Sentence Pronunciation [11 sentence(s)] Sure, go ahead. Our company has 4 departments. My company has 6 departments. Only 1 person. 2 employees and 1 receptionist. It costs 20 dollars. The price is 30 euros. Our product costs 40 euros. It is 52 years old. Its main offices are in London. My main office is in Pittsburgh.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Possessive adjectives
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2



'How much' - 'How many'



3



'Some' - 'Any'
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Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: How (much / many) departments?



How many departments?



How (much / many) employees?



How many employees?



How (much / many) questions?



How many questions?



How (much / many) does your product cost?



How much does your product cost?



'How much' - 'How many'



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: How (much / many) departments?



How many departments?



How (much / many) salesmen?



How many salesmen?



How (much / many) products?



How many products?



How (much / many) does it cost?



How much does it cost?



'How much' - 'How many'



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: How (much / many) departments?



How many departments?



How (much / many) euros?



How many euros?



How (much / many) people?



How many people?



How (much / many) dollars?



How many dollars?



'How much' - 'How many'
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (He) company has 6 departments.



His company has 6 departments.



(He) product costs 40 euros.



His product costs 40 euros. His product costs forty euros.



Can I take (you) telephone number?



Can I take your telephone number?



(We) company has twenty departments.



Our company has twenty departments. Our company has 20 departments.



Possessive adjectives



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (She) company has 6 departments.



Her company has 6 departments.



(She) business has 6 departments.



Her business has 6 departments. Her business has six departments.



(I) company is seventy-eight years old.



My company is seventy-eight years old. My company is 78 years old.



(It) main office is in London.



Its main office is in London.



Possessive adjectives



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (They) company has 6 departments.



Their company has 6 departments.



18 employees work in (it) marketing department.



18 employees work in its marketing department. Eighteen employees work in its marketing department.



The price of (they) product is sixty-six dollars.



The price of their product is sixty-six dollars. The price of their product is 66 dollars.



(We) business is 9 years old.



Our business is 9 years old. Our business is nine years old.



Possessive adjectives
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (I) department



my department



(we) employee



our employee



(you) question



your question



(it) receptionist



its receptionist



(I) phone number



my phone number



(he) company



his company



(she) product



her product



Possessive adjectives



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (I) department



my department



(I) main office



my main office



(they) product



their product



(you) phone number



your phone number



(it) marketing department



its marketing department



(we) business



our business



(he) price



his price



Possessive adjectives



Keywords [18 word(s)] actor cinema to dance (v.) entertainment evening favorite film fun to go out (v.) musical nightclub opera party play show theater video
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to watch (v.)



Word Order with speech recognition [16 exercises] 1



weekends were made to weekends were made to have



have as much fun as as much fun as possible



Use of the past participle as an adjective



possible



'As much as' - 'As many as'



2



Children are fascinated Children are fascinated by



3



are you going on the trip for business are you going on the trip for business or pleasure?



by cartoon movies and characters. cartoon movies and characters.



or



pleasure?



Direct and indirect questions



4



our friends invited our friends invited us



us to their place for to their place for cocktails.



cocktails.



Use of the preterite



5



Mom prepared a wonderful dinner tonight. Mom prepared a wonderful dinner tonight. Construction of the preterite



6



All the wedding preparations All the wedding preparations are in



7



Friends and relatives were invited to my Friends and relatives were invited to my wedding



8



I haven't the faintest I haven't the faintest idea Regular superlatives



9



are in order for



order for Saturday Saturday morning.



wedding



idea who sings that who sings that song



song



Relative pronouns and adverbs



Hospitals play classical music to soothe the Hospitals play classical music to soothe the patients
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morning.



patients.
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10



Mozart was a composer who began his career at the Mozart was a composer who began his career at the age of four



age



of



four.



Relative pronouns and adverbs



11



I have a headache, so I won't go out I have a headache, so I won't go out tonight. Use of 'so' to express a goal



12



he does not he does not go



tonight.



Uses of 'so'



go to the movies to the movies



The negative form



13



cocktail parties are excellent for making new cocktail parties are excellent for making new friends.



friends.



Infinitive clauses



14



I can drop by late Thursday I can drop by late Thursday morning.



15



I can even arrange I can even arrange a little The place of 'even'



16



There's a new There's a new play



morning.



a little sightseeing sightseeing for you. 'A little' - 'A bit'



for



you.



'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'



play on Broadway that's getting rave on Broadway that's getting rave reviews.



reviews.



Addresses and phone numbers
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Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



'Ever' - 'Never'



2



The preterite continuous
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3



'Not . . . either'



4



Irregular superlatives



Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: good



the best



late



the latest the last



bad



the worst



much



the most



pretty



the prettiest



busy



the busiest



sad



the saddest



Regular superlatives
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Absolute superlative



Irregular superlatives
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2



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: good wet



the wettest



far



the farthest the furthest



happy



the happiest



little



the littlest the least



many



the most



rich



the richest



Regular superlatives



3



the best



Absolute superlative



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: dark



the darkest



admirable



the most admirable



beautiful



the most beautiful



cold



the coldest



big



the biggest



sick



the sickest



tired



the most tired



Regular superlatives



4



Irregular superlatives



Absolute superlative



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: dark



the darkest



nice



the nicest



heavy



the heaviest



boring



the most boring



faint



the faintest



slight



the slightest



popular



the most popular



Regular superlatives
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 go to the movies eat popcorn watch television remember old times look at pictures listen to the radio



2 a nightclub a rest room a cashier a train station a sports stadium a government office



3 eat out in a restaurant go camping have a seat sleep like a log watch television play sports



4 a dinner a breakfast a snack a picnic a midnight snack
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Dialogue: comprehension without speech recognition [1 exercises] 1



You finally arrive at the vacation resort. I saw the sea first! I get an ice cream! Can you see the sea? Look! It's high tide! A bucket. I also have a trailer. We're going on vacation! Don't put them there! Don't touch it, it will sting!



2



For sandcastles! Are you?



4 4 3



Well, well! In the trailer.



Why? Put your hat on. Put your armbands on first. Don't go too far. Promise me. To use the life jackets... We left it behind. Yes, but I don't have yours. Yes, I do. They're in the trunk.



4



2 2 2



Dad! Can we go to the beach now? Now? All right! Just a minute! Come here first. I don't like seaweed! Because it's summer vacation! On a beautiful island! I'm packing! Where are the children's hats?



3



No, I did! Oh yes!



I hate hats!



4 5



I promise! And to have fun! I want my shovel! Never mind. Ah, good!



Why are you putting so much lotion on me? So you don't get sunburned. Too much sun is bad for you. To protect your skin! Have you caught a shark? Look! It's high tide! Yes, I do. Don't put them there! To the south coast.
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Yuck!



5 5 5



No! I have sand in my eyes!



Good idea!
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5



Daddy! Daddy! Tom keeps splashing me! Tom, stop it! Splash him too! Ouch! Your ball hit me on the head! No, it's not! Do we have the suntan lotion? Can you see the sea? To the south coast. On the roof!



6



Oh no! I want my shovel! I want a new one! I know! No! I have sand in my eyes! They're on your nose.



8 7 7



The hammock. And my flippers!



8 8



We forgot something... What? The deckchairs. The hammock! We should have gone to the mountains! Put your hat on. In the back. We're staying in a summer house we rented. You can put some things on your lap.



8



You're sitting on it. Oh yes! Good idea!



Where's my shovel? In the garage, at home. We left it behind. It's broken. We have three children, you know! Have you caught a shark? My sunglasses! I need my sunglasses! Look! It's high tide! To the seaside.



7



6 6



I can't! He runs too fast! Sorry, Dad!



At least it's a year without wasps and flies. I hate hats! A house? No, I won't!



It's not easy going on vacation! It's not much of a rest! But it's a change. No, it's not! To the south coast. Yes, but I don't have yours. I don't have them. Facing the sea! No! Wait!
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We'll be all right after a few days.



Good idea! Never mind. That's nice!
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12 10 9



9



Look at my shells! They're very nice. Don't put them there! What's this? In the back. In the garage, at home. The beach umbrella? Yes, but she doesn't have children. Yes, we are!



10



Do we have the suntan lotion? Ouch! Your ball hit me on the head! Yes, but I don't have yours. And Cynthia's duck?



Oh no! Oh... That's what it is! At last!



11 11 And to have fun! At least it's a year without wasps and flies. You're sitting on it. Sorry, Dad! Never mind. Oh no!



I'll have a swim first. I'll come with you. It's cold! I don't like seaweed! It's time to go on vacation. To the seaside. Have you caught a shark? We have three children, you know! I'm packing!



12



A small crab!



We can rent a boat! Yes, we can. That's a good idea. To use the life jackets... We should have gone to the mountains!



11



12 12



12 12 12



No, it's warm! Not for me! No! I have sand in my eyes! I know!



Daddy! Daddy! What's up now? Can't I read my paperback? I want to sleep! They're in the trunk. I hope we have everything. She takes the train. And she uses all our things! The children's swimming floats.
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Look! Ah, good! We have everything but the kitchen sink! We'll take the train next time, then!
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13



There's a jellyfish! Leave it alone! Don't touch it, it will sting! Where? That's a good idea. It's not much of a rest! We have three children, you know! To the seaside. Too much sun is bad for you.



14



Right next to you! We'll be all right after a few days. I know!



Daddy! Daddy! Not again! Go and see Mom! Have you caught a shark? On the roof! The towels! Yes, I do. We have three children, you know! Too much sun is bad for you.



15



14 14 14



There's a wasp! No, go and see Dad! No! I have sand in my eyes! I have them! I know!



Yes, that hurts! We should have gone to the mountains! We'll go to a club next year. We also have sand in the sandwiches now. I'm closing the last suitcase! Yes, but I don't have yours. What's this? To the south coast. We're staying in a summer house we rented.



At least it's a year without wasps and flies. Yes, we'll do that. And sandy apples. Never mind. A small crab! Good idea! A house?



Sentence Pronunciation [20 sentence(s)] I saw the sea first! I get an ice cream! Can you see the sea? Look! It's high tide! Just a minute! Don't go too far. Promise me. Too much sun is bad for you. Ouch! Your ball hit me on the head! We left it behind. It's broken. What? The hammock! It's not much of a rest!
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But it's a change. Don't put them there! I'll come with you. Can't I read my paperback? Leave it alone! Don't touch it, it will sting! We should have gone to the mountains! We'll go to a club next year.



Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Form compound words as in the example. Example: suit for swimming



swimsuit



brush for one's teeth



toothbrush



glasses for protection against the sun



sunglasses



tan from the sun



suntan



ball for volleying



volleyball



chair on the deck



deckchair deck chair



weed in the sea



seaweed



Construction of compound nouns



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1 a shovel a bucket sand the sea a chair a hat



2 a hammock a bed a couch a sofa a chair a seat
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3 a deckchair a hammock a couch a blanket a bed a wheelchair



4 a shell a rock a sea horse a pebble a pearl a clam



5 the sun a meteor a comet the moon a planet



Word Order with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



To be To be



2



Jellyfish, Jellyfish,



3



You can get sunburned if you You can get sunburned if you don't



4



Paperback books are less expensive than hardback Paperback books are less expensive than hardback books.



head over heels means head over heels means to be



scorpions and scorpions and
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to be in love



in



love.



bees can sting you bees can sting you



don't put on put on lotion.



lotion.



books.
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Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. bucket sand surfboard bathing suit train jellyfish



shovel seaside waves bikini car shark



Fill-in-the-Blanks [3 exercises] 1



Your ball hit me on the head! Tom keeps splashing me! There's a jellyfish! Don't touch it, it will sting ! Have you caught a shark? Irregular verbs



2



I'm closing the last suitcase. It's not easy going on vacation. Your car is full . Where are you going? To a beautiful island. We're staying in a summer house. 'Last' - 'Later' - 'Latter'



3



Just a minute! Ouch ! Your ball hit me on the head! We have everything but the kitchen sink! We're ready! At last ! Where's my shovel? We left it behind . 'At last' - 'At least'



Mystery Phrase [10 exercises] 1



Marine algae. seaweed
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2



Land completely surrounded by water and smaller than a continent. island



3



Frozen dessert made from milk and eggs. ice cream



4



Skin darkened by the sun. sunburned



5



To throw water at someone. splash



6



Article used for reclining, often hung between two trees. hammock



7



Rubber articles put on feet to kick faster when swimming. flippers



8



A gelatinous marine animal with tentacles. jellyfish



9



Fish that lives in the ocean, often ferocious. shark



10



Rise and fall of sea level. tide



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the simple preterite. We are spending two weeks in Miami. We are all having an excellent vacation. We have come across a very nice hotel in Florida. The weather is wonderful. It is sunny every day and the temperature never drops. We think we are very fortunate. We spent two weeks in Miami. We all had an excellent vacation. We came across a very nice hotel in Florida. The weather was wonderful. It was sunny every day and the temperature never dropped. We thought we were very fortunate. Use of the preterite
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Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Five days later, you're feeling better and you're back at work. One of your friends asks you about your health. I'm up on my feet again. I'm all right now. I'm still very tired. I'm feeling better than ever.



2



Too bad.



That's good. You have a lot of work to do. What will you start with? First I'm going to call our customers. I have to read this report. I'll go see my supervisor.



3



2 2 3 2



Okay. Okay. He's waiting for you.



3 3 3



What about coming with us to the lake this weekend? I'd love to. Unfortunately, I have some work to do. That's very nice of you. I'm afraid I can't.



4



5 4 5 4



But you could work there if you want. 5 5 5



Okay then. Yes, I probably will. All right.



5



You and your friends arrive on Saturday morning at the little place at the edge of the lake. One of your companions suggests you go fishing. I hate fishing. I've never gone fishing before. Don't you think it's too cold? I'd love to!
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Oh, sorry. I'll teach you. Come on, you won't freeze. Come on then.
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6



Sitting in a little boat in the middle of the lake, you and your friend are chatting, waiting for a good catch. What kind of fish do you think we'll catch? It's a beautiful place. Are you cold?



7



8 8 8



Yes, it looks rather impressive. And a good dinner! Let's go home now.



9 9 9



It's now 9 p.m. You ate the trout you caught in the lake. Now people want to play cards. What about playing bridge? Let's play poker. I don't know how to play cards. I'm going to bed.



10



Great! Hold tight! Hold tight!



You finally manage to bring the fish aboard. Your friend whistles admiringly: "That's really a monster!" I've never seen such a big trout before. What a big fish! I think we'll have a good dinner.



9



7 7 7



Suddenly, your fishing rod begins to pull. I got one! I've caught a monster! I won't be able to hold on much longer!



8



Certainly some trouts. I think so. No, not at all.



Okay, let's play. Okay, let's play. Good night then. Okay, we'll play without you.



The trip ends. You get back home late on Sunday night. What will you do first? Go to bed. Watch TV. Brush my teeth.



Good night! Good night! Good night!



Sentence Pronunciation [34 sentence(s)] I'm up on my feet again. I'm all right now. I'm still very tired. I'm feeling better than ever. First I'm going to call our customers. I have to read this report. I'll go see my supervisor. I'd love to. Unfortunately, I have some work to do.
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That's very nice of you. I'm afraid I can't. Okay then. Yes, I probably will. All right. I hate fishing. I've never gone fishing before. Don't you think it's too cold? I'd love to! What kind of fish do you think we'll catch? It's a beautiful place. Are you cold? I got one! I've caught a monster! I won't be able to hold on much longer! I've never seen such a big trout before. What a big fish! I think we'll have a good dinner. What about playing bridge? Let's play poker. I don't know how to play cards. I'm going to bed. Go to bed. Watch TV. Brush my teeth.



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Regular superlatives
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'Can' - 'Could' - 'To be able to'



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1 go fishing have a slumber party eat out buy stamps sing a song tell a story
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2 play cards win money take a cruise drink beer recite a poem watch a documentary



3 watch TV talk on the phone prepare lunch clean the house have sweet dreams plan a picnic



4 brush one's teeth take a shower get a haircut do the laundry visit a museum put on makeup



5 a boat a canoe a catamaran a submarine an oar a Viking ship



Word Order with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



the customers were amazed at the policeman's courage the customers were amazed at the policeman's courage



2



I caught lots of fish in I caught lots of fish in the river.
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3



we played cards to make time pass we played cards to make time pass quickly. Use of the preterite



quickly.



'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. enjoy go to hope freeze end go see



dislike go from despair heat begin stay home



Fill-in-the-Blanks [6 exercises] 1



Five days later , you're feeling better and you're back to work. One of your friends asks you about your health. I'm up on my feet again . Irregular comparatives



2



That's good . You have a lot of work to do. What will you start with ? First, I'm going to call our customers. He's waiting for you!



3



You and your friends arrive on Sunday morning. One of your friends suggests you go fishing. Don't you think it's too cold? Come on, you won't freeze . Suddenly your fishing rod begins to pull. Verbs without a continuous form



4



Have you gone to the new movie theater yet? Do you want to go and see a movie with us? You could come have dinner at my place afterwards. Just come to the theater at seven; we'll meet you in front. Use of the past participle as an adjective
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It's nice to be able to hear some live music once in a while. I didn't enjoy the last concert because I couldn't see the stage. Can you come to the jazz club tomorrow night, or do you have other plans? I'm not sure I will be able to , but I'll try. 'Can' - 'Could' - 'To be able to' Modal auxiliaries Questions without interrogative words 'Can': ability and likelihood Direct and indirect questions The future



6



You can come with us to the lake if you want to . I know you're busier than you'd like to be. You could bring some work along if you needed to . If you want Dominic to give you a ride, I'll ask him to . We sure don't get away as often as we used to , anyway. Anaphoric 'to'



Verbs without a continuous form



'Would like': expressing wishes



Mystery Phrase [5 exercises] 1



A common freshwater fish. trout



2



The line where an area begins or ends. edge



3



A very scary animal or person. monster



4



Away from your own country. abroad



5



A popular card game. bridge



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the present conditional. I like to go fishing with friends. I go trout fishing in the fall. I always sail to the middle of the lake. I play bridge every evening and always win. I get back late on Sunday evenings. The weekends are very relaxing. I'd like to go fishing with friends. I would go trout fishing in the fall. I would always sail to the middle of the lake. I would play bridge every evening and would always win. I would get back late on Sunday evenings. The weekends would be very relaxing. Use of the present conditional
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 5 (B2) 

A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever. 2 ...... Hot dogs. 4. According to the video, what are some millionaires reputed to do? Burn cash.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B2) 

What's the weather going to be like this weekend? 3. Do you ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? ...... that song. Regular superlatives. Relative pronouns and adverbs. 3 a dog.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B2) 

Would you give me your company name and address? 6. Can I have your company name and address? 6. 4. The name is Boardman. I'm sorry, can you repeat ...










 








intermediate unit 4 (b2) 

I'm ordering ice cream for the kids. Who are you ordering ice cream for? We should ...... General Motors continue to dominate the market. Riddles [6 exercises]. 1.










 








intermediate unit 3 (b2) 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 4. Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much ...










 








intermediate unit 1 (b2) 

My name is Peter Green. Nice to meet .... I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business. 4. He should ..... seems that every task in this company is urgent!










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B2) 

2. 2. We're having a few problems with one of the networks you installed for us. What seems to ... Several hospitals use our equipment without any problems. 4. 4 .... quite large quite tall ...... Well, I'd say around ten thousand dollars. .... The o










 








intermediate plus unit 3 (b2) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises]. 1 a meeting ... Use of the past participle as an adjective. 11 I'm ..... Present perfect continuous.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 6 (B2) 

You are back in France where you have just started your own business. ..... The foreign exchange office is where you change your money from abroad. ..... planning?" I've just arrived. Oh, you arrived later than expected. 11. I've just started this ..










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 7 (B2) 

What do soccer players and dancers have in common? Their careers aren't ... trade fair. Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. You are the sales assistant for a phone company. You are at the trade .... Where would you like to start? Â© Copyright ...










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 2 (B2) 

2. What kind of pants? Dress slacks. 5. Jeans. 5. Corduroy pants. They don't have ..... because they benefit from reduced prices by buying their products in bulk.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 4 (B2) 

So this batch is first class and these are express mail, right? Yes, that's right. 8 ..... The directory lists personal addresses and phone numbers. operator mailman ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 5 (B2) 

I'm answering your stupid questions! 13 ... Word Pronunciation - body parts [21 word(s)] leg .... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 5 (B2) 

Yes, what can I do for you, Wendy? 3. We will .... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2 ... I'm sorry, I don't understand. 3.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...










 








expert unit 5 (b2) 

fast slow. 2 a meeting a lunch break an annual fee a phone bill a good rate ..... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ...... trigger off a third world war!










 








intermediate plus unit 1 (b2) - Documents Free Download PDF 

Definite and indefinite articles. Word Association [6 exercises]. 1. Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. inquire ask call phone give.










 








EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2) 

1. [You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers ..... Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. I know. 4 ...... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.










 








EXPERT UNIT 7 (B2) 

Then you call the first name on the list. "DENTON Company, good morning." I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B2) 

In the living room. 3 ..... 16 A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever ..... It's well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B2) 

accommodation building cheesecake diner driver's license friendly to get lost hostel monument museum neighborhood rest room sightseeing skyscraper snack.










 








INTERMEDIATE+ UNIT 3 (B1) 

You were in such a hurry to catch your plane that you forgot to get. American money. ...... When did Athena choose the Chinese consultants? The company sold ...










 








INTERMEDIATE+ UNIT 2 (B1) 

Answering last year's mail... I should do ... Do you have to put your address on the back of your envelopes? Yes, in case .... iM mail paper straight maybe they weigh neighbor's y{ ...... The directory lists personal addresses and phone numbers.
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